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actor shilpa shetty has said that had she been fully aware of what was in store for her on big brother, she wouldnt have
participated in the reality show. shilpa was at the receiving end of racist remarks by co-contestant jade goody, and

following a controversy, was declared winner of the season. she subsequently went on to host one season of bigg boss,
the shows hindi counterpart. a gripping story with a hint of dark comedy and thriller, bloody brothers is a tale that tests
the relationship between two brothers. when jaggi grover and daljeet grover, two brothers, get involved in a crime, it

threatens to change the course of their lives. having a stellar cast that includes leads jaideep ahlawat, zeeshan ayyub,
tina desai, and shruti sheth, bloody brothers is a series that will keep you on the edge of your seat with nail-biting plot
twists. the web series is directed by the renowned shaad ali and produced by applause entertainment and bbc studios.

it delivers the excitement and humour that every binge-watcher craves.
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The Coens next film was another picaresque comedy, the story of a bank robber on the run, living in New Orleans and
visiting his wife. Its denouement takes place at an all-night café, where an escape is somehow planned. Much like
Raising Arizona (see below), it was the first Coens film to feature Paul Newman (he played the husband) and Harry
Dean Stanton (who played the son). The Coens teased Americana and family life in the story's opening, with a brief

reminder of the bayou, but the movie soon veers into the same surreal touchiness as Fargo. In the midst of his heist,
the bank robber (Newman) happens upon an emergency-transportation service, which moves him to an isolated street
and provides its own adventure. The film's finale, with the family on a collision course with a wild bear, was either the
film's original ending, or was its way of getting the writers to admit that they needed to deepen the characters. You

may have seen Hail, Caesar! where the Coen Brothers had their breakout. Though it struggled at the box office, it went
on to be a fan favorite, winning numerous festival awards and Oscar nods. And while this is their second Oscar feature,
many consider this to be the best yet. Directed by the Coen Brothers and starring George Clooney, this film is about an
ailing Hollywood legend (Clooney) who has to navigate his way out of a major scandal in order to make one last film. Its

fresh and hilariously off the wall. The Coen Brothers take the film in new directions and create a dazzling and
entertaining experience. The script is excellent and feels very natural. Clooney and his two screenwriters (Oscar

winners John Guare and Douglas McGrath), deliver a complex story in an offbeat way with an entertaining take on the
gangster genre. Its a delightfully fun film. Its never dull and the characters are rich and layered. In this witty,
mischievous comedy, Joaquin Phoenix plays Billy Boots, a washed-up movie star on a comedy standup tour.
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